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INTRODUCTION
Happy Summer, everyone!
At the time of putting together this FOCUS issue, the Summer Training Camp at
Sensei Steve Borda’s farm should have taken place (July 7th). Next issue I am sure we
will have pictures.
Do not despair, we have lots of interesting items in this issue. For instance:
Congratulations to this year’s Shintani Award recipients; Ken Buck, Yodan of the
Edmonton Club and Michael LeBlanc, Nidan of the Beaubassin Club.
There were more black belt rankings, including Sensei André Beauregard to
Rokudan (6th Dan).
We made it known to the local Yudansha membership that Sensei Frank Murphy
is retiring as Club Head of the Port Perry Wado-Kai. Frank is our featured Senior Dan
Council Member this issue. Please note: Sensei Manara invites any of the Yudansha
members to contact him as soon as possible if you would like to learn more about the
opportunity to lead the Port Perry Club.
The Edmonton clubs also sent pictures of two separate visits to their dojos by
Sensei Dave Manara and Sensei Steve Borda. Our senior club ambassadors are
really making the rounds! That includes more local dojo visits outside of Toronto by
Sensei Ron Sheyan.

Hmm, maybe there was a
reason Sensei Frank wanted to
retire? And, it looks like with
Sensei Ron Ruskay…

Enjoy your read! > EDITOR ROBB DODS
TORONTO WADO-KAI KARATE CLUB LTD.
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Senior Dan Council Member
Sensei Frank Murphy, Godan
In the summer of 1987, my six-year-old son saw the movie “Karate Kid” and
wanted to learn karate. It so happened that in my employment with the local
Community Living Association (assisting people with development disabilities),
I had recently hired Tracey Mollon who had noted on her resume that she was
a black belt karate student with the Port Perry Wado-Kai Karate Club. Tracey
suggested that I try karate as well as my son. So, in September, we signed up
for the white belt class and met Sensei Robb Dods.
I was immediately impressed with the friendly camaraderie that existed in the
Club. Sensei Robb’s relaxed teaching style and clear respect for all the students
helped all of us “newbies” to feel comfortable in class and to learn more readily.
I enjoyed the fact that I could do this with my son, as did many other people
in the class.
On my 36th birthday, I received a yellow belt. However, my son did not. I had
a dilemma – I wanted to continue, but I would have to do it without my son
who decided not to return. I asked myself, ‘as the father of two young boys,
could I spend two nights a week in karate leaving my wife at home alone caring
for the boys?’ Helene solved the problem by insisting that I continue as long as
I was interested. Her support then, and later, was paramount to my success in
karate over the years. I can’t thank her enough for that support.
Here I was at age 36, in relatively good shape although overweight, at the beginning of training that would, I thought,
lead to the ultimate prize, a black belt. At the time, I thought that I could become another Bruce Lee over the next few
years, able to leap into a crowd of dangerous enemies, kicks and punches flying in all directions, knocking out my foes.
I would have to change who I was – lose weight, develop a six-pack, become more flexible, be able to break bricks
with my fist, etc.
It didn’t take too long to realise that I was who I
was, and that I would never be a Bruce Lee; and it
didn’t matter. One of the most important lessons
that the Toronto Wado-Kai clubs teach is that karate
is not elitist – not only for the fittest of the fit. Karate
is for everyone – for the young and the old, the short
and the tall, the slim and the large. Success is
measured by the willingness to work, the respect for
teachers and fellow students, and ability to learn at
your own pace and not by your physical attributes.
Eventually, I reached the level of Shodan-Ho. I
thought I was nearing the pinnacle of my karate
career… until I went to my first black belt class at
Ryerson and realized how much more there was to
learn. Even now I know that there is much more to
learn than what I have so far. This is another
positive aspect of the Toronto Wado-Kai training,
that karate goes far beyond the fundamentals and
> FOCUS <
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the basic katas. It embraces techniques and knowledge from other martial arts – judo, aikido, etc. There is always
something new to learn.
The best part of learning in the Toronto Wado-Kai organization is the people you learn from, and with. Without the
respectful approach that nurtures learning in a friendly and comfortable environment, I would not have continued with
karate. Sensei Dave Manara and Sensei Robb Dods, epitomize that approach. I thank them and others who have taught
me: Sensei Ian Mador who taught me Jion in my first black belt (and who also generously graded at my Nidan ranking);
Sensei Michele Mueller, Ron Mollon, and Ron Ruskay who took over the Port Perry club in the early ‘90s; Sensei Ron
Sheyan whose Brooklin senior student classes have expanded my karate horizons (and whose help as a “travelling
teacher” has benefitted our students in Port Perry immensely); and Sensei Jan Longo who taught us stretches and
exercises that have challenged my lack of flexibility.
I have met many friends in karate
over the years, too many to mention
them all. Jim Sullivan and Marg
Michael, who I first met at a karate
camp, and invited me (or let me invite
myself) to their home and club in
Pembroke, have been good friends
who even entrusted their students to
me a few times. Ron Ruskay and
Roseanne, Jan Longo and Mike, Russ
Gowans and Nancy, Antonio Pena and
June are good friends from the Port
Perry club. Ron Sheyan and Beth, and
Sensei Anthony, Heather and AnnMarie are good friends from the
Brooklin club.
A few things stand out over the past
31 years as a karate student.
Achieving the rank of Shodan is one.
Receiving the Shintani Award is
another - one that surprised me and
that I was very pleased to receive.
The great fun we had at karate camp;
and the fact that my wife, Helene, paid for the camp as my Fathers’ Day gift for so many years.
The successes of karate students I have taught has always been rewarding. The other day, I was walking in downtown
Port Perry and I saw a young man doing landscaping work. He called to me, addressing me as Sensei Frank. I recognised
him as a student from a few years ago who was having difficulties in his family life, school, and with the law when he
was in our club. He told me that he now had his own landscaping business and hopes for the future. He thanked me
and Sensei Ron Ruskay for helping him to learn the value of working toward a goal.
That conversation reflects one of the highlights that karate in the Toronto Wado-Kai organization has given me.

> FOCUS <
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SHINTANI AWARD RECIPIENTS
Congratulations to this year’s Shintani Award recipients!
Michael LeBlanc, Nidan, Beaubassin Club
Ken Buck, Yodan, Edmonton Club

Sensei Ken Buck receiving the Shintani Award
from Sensei Randy James at the Edmonton
club’s annual season-end pot luck. Also pictured
are Sensei Margaret French and Ed Young, and
Sensei Ken’s daughter Mirisa.

Sensei Michael LeBlanc receiving his Shintani Award from Sensei Kim
Duggan.
Ken: “I never imagined when I first started out in Karate that I could have
learned so much, that I would have grown so much. Sensei Dan and Kim,
as well as the other sensei and the students, have taught me so much. I
have learned so much, and still have so much to learn. Karate has really
changed my life, it’s made me much more confident and humble, and really
made my outlook on life more positive. I wouldn't be the man I am today if
it wasn’t for our Club and the experience that I am having there. Thanks so
much for having me!”

> FOCUS <
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NEWS FROM CLUBS
OSHAWA-WHITBY
Karate Club,
Oshawa ON
Sensei Jose-Carlos Garcia
Shichidan
(7th Degree Black Belt)
C.O. Theresa Virgin,
1st Kyu (Brown Belt)
YWCA CENTRE
CHILDREN & ADULTS:
TUESDAY & THURSDAY:
7PM TO 8:30PM
WALTER E HARRIS PUBLIC
SCHOOL
CHILDREN - BEGINNERS &
ADVANCED:
MONDAY & W EDNESDAY:
7:00PM TO 8:00PM

Well folks, it is that time of year again, when we welcome the summer. Those hazy, notso-lazy days of summer. Here is what happened since our last focus:
On April 12, 2018 - AMAZING CLASS! - Sensei Ron Mattie, 8th Dan, travelled to Oshawa and ran an exciting and fun
class with various techniques and helpful drills. In addition, we were so fortunate to have Sensei Steve Borda, Sensei
Ron Sheyan and Sensei Anthony Woodward attend and participate. THANK YOU, TO ALL OF YOU FOR MAKING
THIS A VERY SPECIAL CLASS!
< What a great mug shot—or—what a bunch of great mugs!!
Some of our most experienced leaders.

Looking Good, Sensei Ron!
> FOCUS <
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OSHAWA-WHITBY Karate
Club, Oshawa ON

On May 3, 2018 we were fortunate enough to have Sensei Steve Borda, 7th Dan attend
Oshawa and run a great and fun class for us.
THANK YOU, SENSEI STEVE—YOU ROCK!!!!

Our kids have a great time while they learn the
subtleties of Wado-Kai.

February 22, 2018 - Ranking
CONGRATULATIONS!! Alexandra M., Nikolas
M., Lucas M. and Adam M.

> FOCUS <
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OSHAWA-WHITBY Karate
Club, Oshawa ON

Below right: April 10, 2018 - Ranking CONGRATULATIONS!! Ethan M. and Alex M.

Above: May 17, 2018 - Ranking CONGRATULATIONS!! Dezmond R. and Rita V.
On June 14, 2018, there was a surprise birthday celebration in class for Sensei Carlos, below are some of those candid
shots.

That is it for this entry of our FOCUS. We
hope that you all have a safe and
enjoyable summer.
> FOCUS <
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EDMONTON Karate
Clubs, Edmonton
AB

Sensei Manara’s visit in April to Edmonton with students from his most excellent
workshop.

Sensei Randy James,
Rokudan
(6th Degree Black Belt)
GLENORA COMMUNITY HALL
NORTH POINTE COMMUNITY
CHURCH

Sensei André Beauregard
Godan
(5th Degree Black Belt)
ANDRE’S BUDO CENTRE INC.
TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS:
7:00 – 9:00PM

> FOCUS <
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EDMONTON Karate Clubs,
Edmonton AB

Below Right: Sensei Manara with Sensei/Bishop Greg Bittman who has been
reassigned to oversee the Parishes in Nelson B.C. We’ll miss his leadership and
wisdom, and we wish him all the best in his new journey.

Sensei André Beauregard
receiving his 6th Dan

Sensei Steve Borda also visited
in May, shown here with Sensei
Randy James and André
Beauregard

Students from our workshop with
Steve Borda. His visit was much
appreciated, as always it was great
to have him out.

> FOCUS <
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PORT PERRY
Karate Club, Port
Perry, ON
Sensei Frank Murphy
Godan
(5th Degree Black Belt)
SCOUT HALL
SUNDAY AND TUESDAY:
7 – 8:30PM
Closed for the summer

My last class as the Club Head of the Port Perry Wado-Kai
Karate Club was held on June 26th.
The picture is demonstrating the completion of a takedown
with Logan as the ‘victim’.
We followed class with a bar-b-que with lots of food, just the
right amount of drink, some reminisces, scintillating
conversation, a few games, and about 25 people to enjoy it
all.
I thanked the people who ran the club before me, in
particular Sensei Robb Dods and Ron Ruskay. Sensei
Dave thanked me and presented me with a nice plaque. It
was a good party! < Sensei Frank Murphy

> FOCUS <
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THORNHILL Karate
Club, Thornhill ON
Sensei Dave Manara
Kudan
(9th Degree Black Belt)
Sensei Biller Ching
Rokudan
(6th Degree Black Belt)
C.O. Marion Dimand
Sandan
(3rd Degree Black Belt)

Children Karate-Kas Promotions

The Thornhill Dojo has
three very proud
children.
After working very
diligently, Cameron and
Arya were successfully
promoted to yellow belt
on May 1st.

THORNHILL COMMUNITY
CENTRE

A few weeks later, on June 7, Jake was successfully promoted
to orange belt. Shown here with both Sensei Dave, and Jake’s
proud Dad, Casey.

In this issue, read the article about the return of David Sutton,
entitled: The Boomerang Generation!

> FOCUS <
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BROOKLIN-WHITBY
Karate Club, Brooklin, ON
Sensei Anthony Woodward,
Godan
(5th Degree Black Belt)
Sensei Heather CantWoodward, Godan & C.O.
(5th Degree Black Belt)
MONDAY AND THURSDAY:
7:00 – 8:30PM

Website: http://www.brooklinkarate.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/brooklinkarate1/
Twitter: @brookinkarate1

Sensei Borda Comes to Brooklin!
We were privileged to have Sensei Steve Borda teach one of our recent classes. Thank
you, Sensei Borda, for coming to Brooklin Family Karate, and we hope to have you back
again soon!

Brooklin Family Karate Black-Belt Class
At our most recent black-belt class, Sensei Ron instructed us in the applications of Wanshu Kata.

> FOCUS <
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BROOKLIN Karate Club,
Brooklin, ON

Thank you, Sensei, for a very detailed and excellent instruction on the meaning of the
kata.

Recent Gradings
Congratulations to our students on their recent gradings, and for all of their dedication, effort, and success. Your
promotions are well deserved! Pictured below, surrounded by their Sensei, are: Suhana, Hannah, Antos, and Aidan.

> FOCUS <
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BROOKLIN Karate Club,
Brooklin, ON

Pictured below is Griffin, surrounded by his Sensei.

An Invitation to Broaden Your Horizons
Brooklin Family Karate runs a bi-monthly Senior Belt class. Students from all clubs are welcome to attend. Please email Sensei Ron Sheyan at rsheyan@gmail.com if you would like to be placed on an e-mail distribution list. You can
also visit www.brooklinkarate.com and click on the “Class Schedule and Location” tab for further details.

CLARINGTON
Karate Club,
Courtice, ON
Sensei Robin Singh, Nidan
(2nd Degree Black Belt)
C.O. Weldon Zabizewski,
Sandan
(3rd Degree Black Belt)
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY:
6:30 – 8:00PM

Dear Karatekas, greetings – a happy and splendid summer to all from Clarington WadoKai Dojo!
On April 30th, Sensei Steve Borda and Sensei Lenore Eng visited Clarington Wado-Kai
Dojo that entailed an evening of great instruction and fun! Sensei Steve Borda, 7 th Dan
instructor, member of the Yudansha leadership, and Ambassador for Toronto Wado-Kai
kept us busy and training hard; it was a full evening! Sensei Steve conducted the warm
up that included a good stretch, break fall techniques, punching straight and to the side,
ensuring hip synchronization, forearm side blocks, five movement-elbow attacks, details
of the front thrust kick (ensuring knee is high enough), and a front kick – back kick
combination, ensuring the proper transition between the kicks for power and effectiveness!
Sensei Steve then moved onto a review and dissection of a portion of Pinan Sandan
(knife-hand strike section) and the technicalities associated with the movements. We then
proceeded onto two-person drills, rotating the students to keep the drills fresh and
challenging. These included several take-downs and defenses against crossed-arms
seizing. As Sensei Steve observed the students and their adaptation to the techniques,
he provided refinements and guidance as to making the defense or attack effective and
precise! Sensei Steve imparted a gem of knowledge upon ending the class for the
evening, that is, “In our Karate training, we must strive to ALWAYS to be doing or giving
our best,” and that “this also applies to all we do!”
> FOCUS <
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CLARINGTON Karate Club,
Courtice, ON

Thank you Sensei Steve and Sensei Lenore for visiting Clarington Wado-Kai!

On May 7th, two of our students ranked
successfully! A hearty congratulation to
Sensei Devina S. (left – Junior Red Belt),
and Sensei Samantha Rockbrune
(Shodan).
Keep up the great work in training hard!
Our thanks to the examining board of the
evening and all the parents and students
that came out to support Sensei
Samantha and Sensei Devina!
On May 28th, Sensei Ron Sheyan, 7th Dan
instructor, member of the Yudansha
leadership and Ambassador for Toronto
Wado-kai, visited Clarington Wado-Kai.
Our request to Sensei Ron was to come
out and assist us with a review of Pinan
Yodan and Kushanku Katas.
Our aim of such visits is to keep our
students in touch with the correct and
accepted practices of the organization. It
is the aim of Clarington Wado-Kai to preserve the art form as it is intended from Sensei! These visits also provide our
students with a level of expertise, knowledge and instruction coming from many, many years of experience! To be able
to welcome this level of experience into our dojos is a great benefit and asset of the Toronto Wado-Kai organization!
We are truly thankful at Clarington Wado-Kai for all the visits we receive from our leadership body.
On this evening Sensei Ron first
reviewed Pinan Yodan with our Blue
belts and guided our students as to the
specifics that we need to be mindful of
as we practice and perfect this Kata!
Attention was given to our blue belts for
the first half of the class.
Sensei Ron then reviewed Kushanku
with our Shodans. This is one of the
longest Katas in our discipline, if not
“the” longest! And so, the dissection of
this Kata requires time and careful
attention to the details intertwined
between movements (techniques) and
timing.
Sensei Ron worked us through both
Katas to completion and in fine form!

> FOCUS <
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CLARINGTON Karate Club,
Courtice, ON

Thank you Sensei Ron for visiting Clarington Wado-Kai!

RYERSON Karate
Club, Toronto, ON

Congratulations to our recent Ryerson Warriors ranking:

Sensei Leaton Bernard,
Rokudan
(6th Degree Black Belt)
Assistant Instructor:
David Zvekic, Nidan

Kara Ye to 2nd Kyu joined us from Shito Ryu. Kara was ranked in April 2018 after eight
months of technical adoption into our Wado-Kai. She remains humble, determined and
helpful. A shy, but strong fighter.
Greg McLean, Rory Radhay, and Joanna Dawson to 5th Kyu; dedicated students who
took their introduction to karate seriously and have experienced immense growth in their
karate prowess.

MONDAY & W EDNESDAY:
7:30 PM – 9:00 PM

Well done, Warriors! – Continued growth and prosperity!

SATURDAY:
10:00 AM – 12:00 NOON

It continues to be a rewarding experience with the growth of our Ryerson Karate-kas. As
usual, our dojo is always open to all our Wado-Kai members. See directions, schedule
and other details at our website:
http://torontowadokai.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Map-RyersonDojo.pdf

> FOCUS <
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BEAUBASSIN
Karate Club,
Halifax, NS
Sensei Kim Duggan Yodan
Sensei Dan Duce Yodan
(4th Degree Black Belt)

ÊCOLE BEAUBASSIN
TUESDAY & THURSDAY,
5:00-6:30PM

The karate season is over for Beaubassin Wado-Kai. I think it's a good thing, too, as our
dojo does not have air conditioning and I'm pretty sure we would have lost people (like
me) over these last couple of weeks. Like
the rest of Canada, it has been hotter than
ever on the east coast.
Before the year was officially over we
handed out a couple of awards. The award
for Most Improved Karate-ka was given to
Tabatha Marion-Dodge. Tabatha has been
a member of our class for several years now
and trains hard every class. In the last year,
though, the sensei all noticed that things
were coming together for Tabatha. It was like
she broke through some training barrier. Her
form
sharpened
and
her
power
increased. She has stepped out of her shell
and is becoming a real leader in our dojo.
(Sensei Kim is holding the Award to give to
Tabatha).
We also give an award each year for Best
Karate Spirit. This award goes to the karateka who trains hard, has fun, and overcomes
whatever challenges they are facing.
This year it was given to Warren Feltham. Warren is one of those
students who is smiling while he is groaning when doing something
hard. Warren has been active in sports his whole life and has had a few
serious injuries as a result. His mobility is limited due to past surgeries
to his leg, but that doesn't slow him down any. Occasionally, one of the
sensei will say to him, "Um, Warren, maybe you shouldn't do this
particular thing;" and his response is always "Well, let me give it a try
and we'll see how it feels". It's not just his dogged determination and
lack of complaining that earned him this award. He has a wonderful
temperament and is a real motivator in the class.
Last, and by no means last of all, our entire class was surprised and
pleased to learn that one of our sensei has been awarded the Shintani
Award this year. A while back, Sensei Manara asked Kim and I about
our sensei. Following that initial discussion, we went away and thought
about the Shintani award and what it means. "Sincerity, Dedication and
Humility" are exactly the correct words we would use to describe Sensei
Michael LeBlanc.

From what I can tell from our attendance sheets, Mike and his son,
Julien, joined our dojo back in September of 2006. I remember when I
first met Mike as a white belt how good natured he was. We would be
training and doing some hard drills or exercises and I'd hear Mike say,
"You're killing me, Sensei;" all the while there would be a big grin on his
face. In the early days of sparring training, he once threw a kick that
spun him around. His opponent (me) just put his hand on the back of Mike's head to point out why this wasn't good,
and Mike laughed and said "I'm dead!".
> FOCUS <
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BEAUBASSIN Karate Club
Halifax, NS

After a few years Julien dropped out of class to pursue other interests, but Mike kept on
attending. He worked hard and attained his Shodan rank, and became an integral
member of our dojo. He is one of those quiet guys who you can always depend on to be there when you need him. He
was awarded his Nidan rank by Sensei Manara a couple of years ago, and that seemed to propel him to even greater
heights in the dojo. The entire class saw how his confidence and leadership came to the forefront. Michael is great
working with students. He is calm and focused but is able to mix fun and discipline together to inspire whomever he is
working with.
Michael has been given the nickname "Sensei Alphabet" as a result of a particularly challenging abdominal exercise
that he likes to lead the class through, on occasion. When Mike calls out "on your backs, feet up, alphabet!", the groans
echo through the class in anticipation. But, just like Mike himself, everyone always seems to be smiling while they are
groaning away and giving it their all.
Congratulations, Mike! This is very well deserved!

Below are some pictures of our end of year celebration.

> FOCUS <
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW BLACK BELT RANKS
Congratulations to the following Yudansha members recently promoted.
Andre Beauregard, Edmonton promoted to Rokudan
Samantha Rockbrune, Clarington was promoted to Shodan
Devina S., Clarington was promoted to Junior Shodan

Boomerang Generation: David Sutton Returns to Toronto Wado-Kai!
By Communications Officer, Marion Diamond
It has been reported in social media and the news that many baby-boomer children
will boomerang back home for a while. I myself have experienced that, in one form or
another, with my three adult children. I am sure that many of our dojos have
experienced the same, with some new students being, in fact, students from days
gone by. Often these new students are now the adult version of the child that once
trained with us. David Sutton is one such student. I had the privilege of interviewing
David, and the results of that interview are summarized in the next few paragraphs.
David is now 28 years old. He initially started his karate training when he was 10. He
stayed with it, attaining his 1st degree black belt, until the age of 18. At that time, postsecondary education obligations and career demands were too much for him to be
able to maintain a regular karate training schedule.
I believe the story of how David got started in karate is an interesting one. David’s
mom, in fact, had trained with Toronto Wado-Kai when she was 19 years old. When
David, as a child, expressed interest in learning a martial art, David’s mom did some
research and discovered that very close to their home in Markham, was a Wado-Kai
club. David’s childhood karate training was mostly under the strong guiding hand of
Sensei Ian Mador. David’s mom also came back for some time, training with David!
But why did David come back? He tells me that he loves karate. Now that his personal
life is more settled in the working routine, he has the time to train. He considers it a
good form of exercise (don’t we all!),and would like to challenge himself to progress
to a higher belt level. One additional key reason he returned was the welcoming
atmosphere the club has.
So, David, we all welcome you back this time to the Thornhill Dojo. We wish you all
the best in achieving your goal! We have no doubt that you will!

> FOCUS <
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Fall Wado-Kai Tournament is October 27, 2018
Thornhill Community Centre
See Flyer on Website

TWKK Gallery

For More Pictures of TWKK Events
Visit Our Flickr Site http://www.flickr.com/photos/33364500@N06/sets

TORONTO WADO-KAI KARATE CLUBS AND CLUB HEADS
AJAX-PICKERING – Daina Als
BAHAMAS/CARIBBEAN AIKIWA – Freeman Thurston
BEAUBASSIN (Halifax) – Dan Duce & Kim Duggan
BROOKLIN-W HITBY – Anthony Woodward & Heather CantWoodward
CALGARY – Steve Henrich
CLARINGTON – Robin Singh
EDMONTON Clubs – Randy James & André Beauregard

OSHAWA-W HITBY – José-Carlos Garcia
PORT PERRY – TBA
RYERSON (Toronto) – Leaton Bernard
SEIKIKAI MARTIAL ARTS (Etobicoke) – Steve Borda
THORNHILL – Dave Manara
YUDANSHA HOMBU (Unionville) – Dave Manara

TORONTO WADO-KAI SENIOR DAN COUNCIL
Kudan
(9th Degree Black Belt)

Sichidan
(7th Degree Black Belt)

Rokudan
(6th Degree Black Belt)

Godan
(5th Degree Black Belt)

Yodan
(4th Degree Black Belt)

Dave Manara
Steve Borda, José-Carlos Garcia, Ray Kennedy, Ron Sheyan
André Beauregard, Leaton Bernard, Biller Ching, Robb Dods, Randy James, Ian Mador, Tony
Marziliano, Michael McCarthy, Larry O’Grady, Freeman Thurston
Eric Bergman, Heather Cant-Woodward, Joel Cohen, James Darker, Steve Henrich, Margaret
Michael, Frank Murphy, Ron Ruskay, Jim Sullivan, Anthony Woodward, Ed Young
Andy Basacchi, Ken Buck, Dan Duce, Kim Duggan, Alex Nguyen, Annamae Thurston
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